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Significant to any fishing site is the evidence of hooks, lines, weights and 
oth~r equipnent used in the taking of fish. The Snoqualmie River site was, 
und,;mbtedly, a significant fishing area, for all. of the above mentioned items 
have been found. Weights have been discussed in a pre vious article in the 
~~~ington Affihaeologist (Nordquist: 1960, Vol. V, No.1). Cordage and knots 
will be cons ered in a future publlcation; this article will describe and 
elaborate on the type of hooks recovered in the 1960 season's excavation at 
45511100. 

Four wooden hooks were found. AU represent a single type, having a body 
tapering rrom the c enter to either end. One end was fashioned into a small 
buJ.b, bluntly tenuinated and grooved immediately below to receive a cord or 
line. The OPPOsite end .... as fashioned into a point, somewhat flattened and 
turned inwardl,y. The material from which the hooks was made was wood -
probably a wi the or root. All hooks were one piece and unbarbed. Generally, 
t~e outside contour was nat; the inside surface, convex in cross-section-. 
The overall curvature of the hooks lenethwise was like a J with a slight back 
turning just below the bulbous head.. (See illustrations. Plate- I, lower half). 

Comparative details are as follows: 
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CataloGue No!. Length Width * 
4SsNlOO/102 18.5 lIID. 6 mm. 

/101 13.0 mm. 6 mm. 

/103 12. 7 mm. 4 .... 

/5 11. 7 mm. . 7 11m. 

- 12-

Thickness ** 
4 lIIl1. 

6 nun. 

4 1llIIl. 

4 mm. 

!.!ARCH 1961 

Comments 

This hook has a decided 
inturned point, 8 mm. long. 

The point is more sp>tulate 
than others & slightly in-
turned. 

The hook seems to be tte 
least distorted from its 
original shape. It has an 
inturned point 4 mm. long. 

The point appears to have 
straightened in situ. 
Note: '!1Wo hOOk is the 
shortest in length but has 
the greatest width. 

* Measurements were taken fran tte flat s i de at the point of greatest width. 

** Thickness was measured at the same point as above. 

A close examination of the specimens revealed that they have been scraped and 
whittled by a sharp-edged tool. Since it is currently believed that 45SNlOO is 
? prehistoric site the most likely implement was the lmife or scraper. Both 
have been found in cl ose proximity to the other materials of the site; espe
cially the small. trapezoidal and oval scrapers . Most tool marks follow the 
l e-.-q{th of tte hooks indicating a longitudinal scraping or cutting action. Cross
grain tool marks are confined to the upper end where chips and grooves were cut 
fram around the head of the hooks (See enlarged detail, Pl ate I) . Hooks of this 
type were curved by steaming and tying with sinew or fiber until they retained 
the desired curvature. Niblack1 r ef ers to sum techniques briefly, "A second 
primitive vsriety is tta t made by steaming and bending a teugh limb of yew or 
other wood into the shape shown in Fig . 153, vdlich is a Makah hook from cape 
Flattery, Washington Territory." (Figure 153 is a variety of the 1i-shaped hook 
set with a bone barb. Figure USB, a similar example, also f r an Niblack, is 
illustrated in this article) . Nibl ack further quotes James G. SWan who lived 
among the Makah at Neah Bay, 

They are nade or the knots of hemlock limbs cut from ol d decayed 
l ogs . These are split in pieces of suitable size and whittled to 
the required shape, and bent by being steamed into the fonn which 
in the ski! hook resembl es the l ongitudinal section of a goose egg. 
The 10viCFPartion of these hooks are curved inward to form a barb, 
ard vlhen not in use the 'bra ems -of the hook are fastened together 
by a piece of twine, which is also used to tie on tre bait. When 
the hook is to be used the two parts of the hook are separated by' 
means of a stick or peg, which the f ish knocks out whm he takes the 

1. Niblack, 1888. p. 291. 
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bait, and the two coos of the hook elooe together and hold h1m 1'ast; 
the peg 1'103. ta to the surface and indicates to the Wian that he 
has caught a fish. 2 

A drawing of this hook is illustrated on the accompanying plate in Figure 14& 
which shows the pe g in place. This hock contrasts with the Snoqualmie type in 
its basic shape and the presence of a separate barb. Toore is no indication 
that barbs were attached to the Snoqualmie hook, in fact, the moot significant 
feature of the latter is its simple one-piece body and its sharpened and in
wardly bent point. 

Barb1ess hooks are noted by Niblac~ among the T1ingi t and referred to aa a 
salmon gig. This particular one was made of bone and a string inserted through 
the body just below the head and carried in a groove along the back to the point. 
Like the Snoqualmie hook the Tlingit type is a on .... Ricca, barb1e"s, pointed 
hook with a decided head. From the same authority a mooern adaptation of the 
gi g is shown made from iron. It has the same characteristics outlined above, 
but lacks the groove and line in the body of the hook. Instead, the hook is 
lashed to a framevtork which forms a socket to be used with a pole men gigging 
fish . Two leads extend from the piece, one with a rather loose and large loop 
which may have been held by the user; the otter a smaller, tight circular ring 
which was slipped along the body of the shaft to anchor the gig in place. It 
may be of some significance to note that several fiber rings have been taken 
fran 45SNloo. Figures 149a and 145 ara illustrated in this article, taken from 
Niblack's report. He describes the use of the gig IIfor hooking salmon where 
they are thick and sluggish during the 'runs'. ull 

A more expansive ethnographic description of the method of using the gig or gaff 
hook is described by Smith for the Puyallup-Nisq~. She suggests, paren
theticalJ..y, that the gaff and the gig were much the same implement, if not the 
same to the Indian. Whereas the gaff is ordinarily considered a tool for hook
ing fish as a secondary means of capture oooe they are hooked or netted by 
other means, it is apparent from the follovdng quotations that gigging is in
tended j'lB t as much as gaffing. 

The shaft of too gaff hook was eight feet long of lBzel or fir or, 
occasionally, of seasoned cedar. The hook itself was of hard wood 
and relatively large. It had no barbs am was fitted againBt a 
straight fixture or hard wood which he d a slight gouge along its 
length to receive the straight side or the hook. A string was laid 
in this gouge between the hook and the fixture and the whole was se
cured permanently wi th lIild cherry bark and pitch. The string ex
tended eighteen inches above ~ fixture and fastened with a loop 
upon the shaft a foot above its w. The fixture was hollm',ed at 
the em t> receive too shaft. The hook separated from. the staff in 
the same way as with the salmon spear, lessening the strain. 

The gaff hook was used in the fall and earl y winter when fish were 
plentiful in the rivers and streams. Big rivers were fished from a 

2. ibid. p. 291 
3. I6IQ. p. 289 
4. I6IQ. p. 290 
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canoe, smaller streams from the banks. When the fish could be seen, 
only the large he-salmon were taken out, at night or in WlClear waters, 
arry weight iniicated a fiah and was pullsd out. Inland infonnanta 
said that the shaft was hald almost vertical so that tm jerk 1ihich 
hooked the fiah could be made straight up or it 1'Ias held more or less 
horizontally with the point down and the pull which hooked the fiah 
was toward the hody. 

Gaffing was quicker thsn the salmon s pear because the fish could be 
slipped off the hook wi thou!. interference from barbs. After the 
introduction of iron md the decrease in the salmon runs, gaffing 
hooks .. ere made with barbs. An iron gaffing hook shown the writer 
by an inland Puyallup infomant and ""ad by hia mother's mother's 
brother was two inches across with a single barb on the inner side. 
The string which was tied on the shaft was 'WO\Ild around tb! hook 
beginning just above the curve and this wrapping formed a caVity 
into which tm shaft fit: a device suggestive of the string
wrappingcavity of the barbed salmon spear heads. This hook was said 
to have had a fir shatt reinforced at the end with iromrood...' 

The gig appears to have been rather extensivelJ' used
6
along the Northwest Coast. 

A two-pronged, detachable gig is reported by Barnett for the Slaiamun (Powell 
River Comox) and the lO.ahuse of Taba Inlet on Vancouver Is land. It was prob
ably used by the Sechelt on JerVis Inlet as well. Although Barnett reports its 
absence from three other GuJ.f of Goo:t:gia Salish, i.e. the Homalco at Bute Wet, 
the Squamish, and the west Scmetch, it seems that this absence might be b~ 
cause of a lack at data. The particular gig considered by Barnett was unlike 
t hat discussed by smith, it being mare like the fishing spear. A better t enni
nology than gig is l eiBter l'Ihich is constructed, in Ws particular case, by two 
inwardly barbed points set in a V-shaped head. The l eister has only a tenuous 
similarity with the Snoqualmie hook if used as a gig. The two-pronged points 
were thrust over the back of tre salmon, hooking them, rather than piercing than. 

Barnett furtmr speaks ot • gaff hook7 like that at the i'Uyallup-N1squsll7, and 
gives its use anong the Sanetch, Cow1chan, Pentlatch, Kwakiutl, Comox, Slaiamun, 
Klahv.ee,Homal.co, Sechelt, Squamish, and the West Sanetcb of Vancouver Island.. 

In his stw::ty of culture elements distribution on the Northwest Coast, Drucker6 
makes a definite separation between the gig as described by Barnett and the gaff 
hook used in snagging fish. Only the gaff hook will be considered since tb3: 
1eister has little, if arry, ",plication to tm subject being disc""sed. A de
scription of the gaff 1s lacking in the present source, but it is aasumed that 
Drucker concurs with most authorities in what constitutes the gaff hook. That 
described earlier by Smith will be considered valid in this instance as well as 
among the Indians of lower Puget Sound. Drucker notes the gaff hook was used 
by the KosldJnc and Kwexa Kwakiutl, of somewhat recent introdUction among the 
Bella Bella, and known to tie Xaihais or China Hat Kwakiutl. The Hartley Bay 
and Gilut.a Tsimsh1an used it. Both the Heida and tm Sarryaknan Tlingit used 
S. Smith, 1940. pp. 25506 
6 . Barnett, 1939. Element 21, see also p. 279 for illustration. 
7. ibid. Element 66, aee also p. 2&> for illustration 
6. Drucker, 1950 element 49. He teels the gaff 1s post contact. 
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the gaff hook. The absence of the trait was given for all the Nootka of 
Vancouver Island, the Wikeno Kwakiutl, the Bella Coola, Xaisla Kwaldutl, Gitksan 
Tsimshian, and the Chilkat Tlingit. Niblack9 illustrates a modem gatf (he calls 
it a gig or snag), Figure 145, from the N1mpkishlO Indians of Fort ~ert, B. C. 
nus example is redrawn for this paper as Figure 14S, Plate I. Swan reports 
the gatf among the Makah at Neah Bay. 

The features common to the gatf hook and the Snoqualm1e hook ruq be summarized 
as a single unit hook, J-shaped, having a barbles8 point, a bulbous head, and 
attachments (or place for th ... ) at or near the head of the hook. If the ~ 
found in 45SNlOO are not gatf hooks the only other likely alternative would se ... 
to be the barbless trolling book. 

Trolling i. widely distributed along the Pacific Coast. A variety of books are 
used Sing~ in pair. (see Figure 160, Plate I) and in a series-as many as fifty 
on 8 line. The most cOlll'llon ~ used 1s U-shaped either with or without a barb. 
If barbed, the hook is in two parts. As illustrated in Figure 148, fl'<l1l Niblack, 
the barb is of wood, bone, or iron set so that it points in toward the body of 
the hook. The barbless hook is shown on Plate I of this article, taken from 
Drucker's illustrat1on.l2 The latter was held in shape by string or fiber 
lashings. Most of these hooks were suspended to a lead that attached to a point 
midway along the upper side of the hook. Th~, were hung in the water in a 
horizontal position and, according to Drucke~ the barfed type was used to 
catch halibut, cod, and fiOlmder. Drucker repeats Boas who recorded the 
single-unit, unbarbed hook as having been used to catch kelpf'ish. He (DrUcker) 
further states that the latter hook was lashed with spruce-root splints instead 
of sinew as subsequently mentioned by Smith. 

The distribution of too two-part, barbed, U-shaped hook is given for all the 
Nootka except the Nupachisat. The Makah's use of it has already been suggested. 
All of the Kwakiutl except the Xaihais and the Xaisla, the Bella Coola, and the 
Hartley Bay Tsimshian report the hook type. The ab~,mce of the hook is noted 
among the Haida, Tlingit and the Gitksan Tsimshian.1.4 Barnettl .5 gives an af
finnation of tile trait among the East Sanetch, Cowichan proper, Nana.1Jno Cowichan, 
Pentlatch, Kwa1dutl at Canpbell River and Cape Mudge, and the Comox. It was 
found among the Slaiamun, probably among the Klahuse, and the Homalxo Comox; 
also the Sechelt and the West S~tclt, Only the Squarnish are reported to have 
bad no knowledge of t he hook. s,,1tb.1O refers to it among the Poyallup-Nisqual!y, 

9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 

The hook used for trolling was made of ironwood with an ironwood or 
bone point. The wood was bent and was reinforced, to keep it from 
spreading, by a fine string or sinew which stretched &CI'06S the 
opening. The point was straight, fastened above the reinforcement 
string so that the upper end protruded b.yond the book at a slight 
outward angle and the lower end formed a barb on the inner side of 

Niblack, op cit. p. 290. 
A Kwakiutl group. 
Boas, 1913, p. 179 among the Kwakiutl. See Niblack, Fig. 141. 
Drucker, l!l!....ill. p. 239 
Drucker, 1950, op cit. element S8, see also p. 238. 
Boas, 1909 (Se. Drucker, element 58, p. 238. 
Barnett, 1939, element 8), see p. 260. 
Smith, 1940, pp. 254-5. 
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the hook. The point was always attached with sinew. The longer 
side of the hook was notched at the end and equipped with a string 
leader two to three feet long ani with a lodp at its end. All of 
these joinings were permanent. When it was to be used the hook was 
fastened to the main line, which was t hree and one-half fathcms long, 
by the loop in the leader. 

The trolling hook was bal ted by means of a small needle about six 
inches long. It was of ironwood, roun1 and pointed like an awl, 
and with an eye like a mat needle. The needle was threaded with the 
lead.r and p .... d through a herring from tail to head. The back of 
the herring was awllY from the hook and it was slippad doom the length 
of the straight side so that as the fish went through the water its 
tail protruded above the point, corx:ealing it. Every time the hook 
was baited it had to be detached from the main line. The fisherman 
sat alone in the stern of his canoe. The main line was held in his 
hands along with the paddle and at each stroke the baited hook darted 
through the water. Only male herring were used for bait because 
females do not dart in thi s way. When the fJsh were brought within 
reach, it was landed with a gar! hook or a small spear. 

Troll1ng was mentioned by Haeberlin am Gunther17, "When the salmon first began 
to run they were caught in salt water. The men went out in a canoe, the forward 
man paddling, the man in the stern trailing a line and hook. The hook was of 
bone and baited with a clam. When the line was not used it was wrapped on a 
little board called tetKloba'lo,." A footnote in the same source mentions that 
Suan stated that Indians never attempted to catch salmon with a baited hook. 
Swan further stated that the hook was used as a gaff instead. Niblack's il
lustration of the specimen collec~ed by Swan, Figure .l.48b (illustrated in t his 
paper exactly in the position in the original drawing) presents a possible dis
crepancy. If suspended from the end the hook could not have hung in a hori
zontal position. If' the ~outts placement is simply an error of the illustrator 
we assume that the mouth of the hook faced up in a vertical manner making it un
like the usual trolling books found on the coast. Unfortunately, Without re
examining the original piece nothing can be resolved here. 

DruckerlB was the only ethnographer of those consulted that gave any indication 
as t., the distribution of the single piece, unbarbed, wooden hook. He suggests 
that the type probably had a wider distribution than his lists indicate. Trade 
items replaced it rather early and may account Cor its being unknown to most of 
his infonnants. The author recalls seeing a bronze type made by the Makah 
which represented the type very closely. Infonnants19- suggest the hook was used 
o~ for cod fishing. The Haida, the S_akwan Tlingit and the Xaisla Kwakiutl 
are the only groups reported who posses sed this hook. 

It would seem rather unlikely that only a handful of aboriginal groups would 
have had the knowledge of such a simple, and seemly practical, a hook. Reports 
of lrdians, otherwise strong1y related culturally which shOW' a spotty trait dis-

17. Haeberlin and Gunther: 1930, p. 27. 
lB. Drucker, op cit. culture element 68, see also p. 239. 
19. ibid., same reference. 
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trlbution, are often suspect of incomplete investigation. Trade types may have 
superceded the older foms very early in the history of the period of contact. 
It is known that iron hooks were part of the earliest trade comrnodi ties used by 
traders along the Northwest Coast and elsewhere in the Pacific. Adequate 10-
fomants are few in this region. Another genel'2.tion will see all likelihood of 
getting firsthand cultural description gone or so acculturated that remaining 
.torms may only tentatively suggest the original. Outside of museum studies, 
which if poorly dOcurrented can ot.ter only a modicum of cultural information, it 
remains for archaeology to add to material culture studies. In turther pursuance 
of the 4SSNlOO excavation, added information must be found to determine whether 
the hooks taken fran the site were gaff or trolling hooks. Many perishable 
matarials have alre~ been found; so it may still be possible to find hooks with 
line or rod associations that may clarity the actual use of the Snoqualmie type 
hook. 
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